5/1/2015

Action Items:
Add accessibility statement to the web
Make skip navigation visible
Wave tool bar
Scott do a demo for web

Agenda:
1. Jeanne Durr’s Handout from her conference
Review CU Boulder’s Department of Justice Letter top issues:
a. Google products (Google docs, drive, etc.)
We are using Office 365 how does that affect us
We need to look into email
OWA may be a problem
We may need to accept using other ways to for communication if OWA does not
VPAT - look at
OCR
Alt media books not available in a timely manner
Faculty not giving books to the Book Store in time
This has been a problem for a long time
We need to provide the books within in ten days
Teach Act is proposing a ruling to have publishers place their content in ALT formats
b. Digital signage needs touch screen or audio or Braille AND captions
Need to include this in our RFP

We need a plan in place otherwise we will be in trouble
VPAT for RFP
508 Sec has the specs
Copiers and Printers

a. Inaccessible portal
Boulder's information:
Colorado.edu/accessibility
Get the VPAT and publish
a. My**Labs (Pearson publisher products such as MyMathLab, MyPsychLab, etc.)
Can this be a system wide contract?
No VPAT for mylabs - does not meet section 508
a. ALEKS (math learning software)
We do not use here, we use MY**Labs
a. Homework posted on the LMS not in an accessible format.
It is not just ALT tags it is alt text
It is up to the faculty
We need to identify the issues, build a plan and propose a budget
We have a Bb accessibility statement on the website
The platform is accessible but the content is the problem
This is only on request

www.colorado.edu/accessibility
Needing to show faculty what this means giving them DEMO
Building a SkillSoft for this
Maybe building a closed Caption Jaws demo
What is Lynda.com site wide license?

Having Lynda teach a class
Having a three day professional development day, maybe over the Christmas break
ADA training stipend

3. Review where UCCS is at currently:
a. Web
Force alt tags
Using WebAIM
Place on hold for purchaing a product
CU may purchase a product
Web Accessibility will be a major focus for moving to Drupal
Sending three people to Drupal Con
Training for web contributors for ADA
a. Portal

a. Online Learning
Hiring students that use Jaws to navigate the online learning environment

4. Discussion on Closed Captioning
On hold for Kelsey
Going forward we want to have all video closed captioned
Public facing content not academic
Purchasing with a company and charging the department to CC

5. How do we want to move forward
Putting things in writing and placing a time frame around it
Biggest things missing

Training
Book Lists
FRC training for ADA - getting educated Accessibility has been incorporated into online
learning training for Quality Matter reviews
Innovations with Technology that Dave runs, adding an accessibility section.
Having a monitory training on ADA for online and buildings
Where does the teeth come from
Bookstore is not providing books in time. Beth-El is having problems with books for the
summer
a. Scott and Kirk will report findings to the ADA Task Force

Scott is on the teaching with technology committee
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